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HEALTH AND WELLNESS

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Sweet and ALTERNATIVES
FOR A
HEALTHY LIFE WITHOUT
healthy ADDED SUGAR

Mercedes Blasco

About
Why do we like sweets so much? Did
you know that sugar is addictive? In
this handbook you will find all that you
need to know about sugar and you
will learn how to distinguish between
natural sugars and added sweeteners.
Moreover, the book also dispels false
myths such as how brown sugar or
honey are suitable, and offers ideas
and tips on how to follow a diet
without refined sugars.

A response to the growing
global interest in reducing sugar
consumption.
Proven information about sugar’s
negative effect on the body.

Keys for learning how to read
product labels.
Includes sweet recipes without
added sweeteners.

Specifications
Ref. RPRA496
160 Pages
194 x 240 mm
Paperback • Colour

Train your palate and
start enjoying life without
sweeteners that are harmful
to your health.
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS

COMPLETE WELLNESS

Your healthy
home

3 steps against
a sedentary lifestyle

Elisabet Silvestre

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

A HEALTHY HOME

Juanje Ojeda

About

Specifications

About

Specifications

We are exposed to all types of toxins in
our daily life that can affect the balance
in our body. Constant low doses of
the chemical substances and artificial
radiation that we find in our homes and
workplaces have been proven to have
very negative consequences for our
health. In Your Healthy Home, Elisabet
Silvestre offers us an essential guidebook
both to detect these invisible dangers in
our everyday life and to address them.
In this book you’ll find all the information
you need to detect toxic agents in your
home, solutions to environmental health
problems at home, healthy alternatives to
the sources of risk for your well-being and
also all the keys for a healthy diet: healthy
ingredients, preparation techniques, and a
guide of suitable tools and containers

Ref. RPRA512
200 Pages
140 x 213 mm
Paperback · B/W

If you have problems with mobility, pain
or stress, they are very likely caused by
our sedentary lifestyle. The personal
trainer Juanje Ojeda gives you the
keys to make sure your body works
right without investing a lot of time or
applying complex techniques.

Ref. RPRA498
304 Pages
140 x 213 mm
Paperback • B/W

Learn how our bodies work and how a
sedentary lifestyle affects us, along with
very simple exercises that have a major
impact on our health and mobility.

Learn the best
strategy to detox
your body: detox
your surroundings.
All the information you need to
detect toxic agents in your home.
Solutions for environmental
health problems at home.
Healthy alternatives to sources of
risk for your well-being.
Healthy ingredients, preparation
techniques, a guide for suitable
tools and containers, and much
more!
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A practical book with a wellgrounded theoretical basis.
Highly revealing about how
our current lifestyle affects us.
Includes simple and
progressive exercises.
With explanatory illustrations
and exercises.
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS

HORTICULTURE AND NATURE

Dietary supplements
manual

Return to
the forests

Josep Lluís Berdonces y Josep Allué

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

HEALTH AND NUTRITION

Ignacio Abella

About

Specifications

About

Specifications

Although they can be increasingly
found in pharmacies and online,
food and dietary supplements are
great unknowns. This book aims
to bring readers into the complex
world of vitamins, minerals, omega
acids, flavonoids, and many other
supplements, through clear and simple
explanations provided by a doctor and
pharmacist who are experts on the
topic.

Ref. RPRA490
304 Pages
140 x 213 mm
Paperback • B/W

Since time immemorial, cultures all around
the world have venerated trees, believing
them to be essential for human existence.
Trees formed part of people’s traditions,
legends, uses and customs. Trees marked
meeting spaces, magical points that the
Romans and Christians later took as their
own, building shrines and temples next
to them. Let the inspiring and endearing
words of Ignacio Abella, author of The
Magic of Trees, take you back to those
spaces. Let’s regain our essential bond
to nature to help restore vitality to Earth
and relate to our environment in a healthy
manner.

Ref. RPRA497
280 Pages
140 X 213 mm
Paperback • B/W

The book is structured with files for
the main food supplements, so that
readers can understand their properties
and know how what they are used for.
The guidebook also offers a summary
of the clinical research on each
project, explains their origin and tells
you how to take them. This book, the
most complete guide on the market,
provides the keys for appropriate and
responsible use

Poetry, legends, songs, and
activities to return to the essence
of the forests.

This complete guide provides the keys
for the appropriate and responsible
use of dietary supplements.

This book is dedicated
to teachers and learners:
parents and experts, kids and
teenagers, from age 9 to 99;
everyone who wants to get
back on the path to nature.

The only guide on the market
about the complex world of
dietary supplements and how
to take them.
The two authors, a doctor
and a pharmacist, are experts
on the topic.
Presentation and explanation
of the 155 most important
complements and
supplements on the market.
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS

NEUROSCIENCE

Discover your
pelvic floor

The illusionist
brain

Mireia Grossmann Camps

Jordi Camí y Luis Martínez

the keys for taking care
of your perineum

The neuroscience
behind the magic

About

Specifications

About

Specifications

Many women suffer from urine leakage,
sexual dysfunctions, prolapses or back
pain and feel forced to accept it. “It
must be my age”, “It must be because
of childbirth”, “It’s normal”, they say.
But that’s not the case. A pelvic floor
evaluation can lead you to the problem
and make it easier to find a solution.
Mireia Grossmann, a physiotherapist
specialised in the female body, describes
the physiology of the perineum and
helps us to understand the world that is
between the legs and beyond.

Ref. RPRA403
160 Pages
140 x 213 mm
Paperback • B/W

Magicians use optical illusions and
manipulate our attention: they make us
look, but not see. They capitalise on our
predispositions and fragile memories,
because the secret of magic is in how
our minds work. This book offers
up a trip through human cognition;
a trip through the expansive world
of attention, perception, memories,
and decisions. From two renowned
expects in neuroscience and magic, we
will delve into how our brains work to
understand how illusionists convince us
with their shows and astonishing tricks.
A passionate, or better yet, magical
text.

Ref. RPRA528
320 Pages
140 x 213 mm
Paperback • B/W

Reconnect
with your
perineum.

Recognise and feel your
pelvic floor.
Identify problems that your
perineum can suffer from and
how to solve them based on
physiotherapy.
Adopting a balanced posture
helps prevent unnecessary
pressure on that zone.
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HEALTH AND WELLNESS

HEALTH AND WELLNESS

Discover your
brain through
magic.
How do magicians make us
see the impossible?
What can we infer in our
cognitive processes?
How does magic explain how
the brain works?
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CRAFTS AND LEISURE

CRAFTS AND LEISURE

CRAFTS AND LEISURE

The perfect 25WELCOME
TIPS TO
PEOPLE
table TO YOUR HOME

Marta Sevilla Sánchez

About
Meeting up with friends at home,
preparing a birthday party or simply
celebrating what makes a great day
are those small pleasures that allow us
to share moments with our loved ones.
If we also do it with style, taking care
of the smallest details and considering
certain simple etiquette rules, we will
be sure that our guests come away
from the event with an unforgettable
memory.
An easy etiquette guide to
welcome guests to your home
and to be a guest in other homes.
Tips on how to set the table.

Resources to decorate the
table for the occasion.
Guidelines when serving
your guests.

Specifications
Ref. RPRA482
192 Pages
194 x 240 mm
Hardcover • Colour

Be the perfect
host and the
ideal guest.
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